List of products that are described in CAT.NO.B2020E-1 but not in CAT.NO.BS007EN-0DS

- Metric series drawn cup needle roller bearing (full complement type) : DL, DLF
- Metric series inner ring : IM...P, IM, IM...P6, IMC, BICG, BIG, BIK, BIP
- Metric series heavy-duty needle roller bearing (full complement type) : NA, RNA
- Metric series stud-type track rollers (full complement type) : GC16-90/GCL16-90, GCR, GCRL, GC10-15/GCL10-15, GCU, GCL, GCUR, GCURL
- Metric series yoke-type track rollers (full complement type, sealed) : FP, FPL, FG, FGL, RNA...B6, RNAB, RNAL
- Metric series yoke-type track rollers (full complement type, with metal seals) : FGU, FGUL
- Metric series unitized thrust bearings : AX, CP, AXZ, ARZ, AR
- Metric series combined needle roller bearings : RAXZ500, RAX500, RAX400, RAX700, RAXF700